




Anima Kids Party provides 
character animation solutions  
for real-time live interaction  
and enhanced story-telling.

Make sure to read about the collection of industry professionals 
that have come together to bring Anima Kids Party to life. Page 11.

AKP is a new service by Animalive who has for over 15 years provided 
industry-leading real-time interactive 3D character animations to theme 
parks, FECs, museums and shopping malls across the globe. 



The AKP MissionINDEX
Our goal: to create interactive attractions that will not only 
grow revenue for centers but bring laughter, imagination, 
inspiration, and joy to the young patrons and their families of 
the FEC industry. 

Animation is.....imagination. 

AKP Mission

Live Interactive Animated Shows

Augmented Reality

Customization

About the AKP team
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Live Interactive Animated Shows

Who are the actors/actresses 
behind the scene?

AKP live shows are a pay-as-you-go service that puts on a 7-10 
minute long performance by our trained actors using body motion 
and face trackers. This performance can translate to any of our CG 
characters allowing our actors to interact in real-time with kids in a 
party room as an animated character, carrying a real conversation 
(not AI). These shows are presented on a mounted TV screen that 
has our media box technology hardware installed on it. 

The actors and actresses behind the live interactive animated shows 
are trained entertainment professionals from the theater who 
have exciting and engaging skits to make every child feel special. 
They will be broadcasting from thousands of miles away using the 
Internet. They use their expertise to know how to fill the almost ½ of 
the show that is not scripted and needs to be ad-libbed. Animated 
characters that directly speak to you will leave a lasting impression 
on children and our performers are very aware of this. 

KIDS PARTY ROOM

SERVER CALL CENTER
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How does it work?

What does it require?

We have a central hub server system 
setup with  motion capture and real time 
animation technology that translates 
a performer’s body, fingers, and facial 
expressions into an animated character. 
Available to the public for party and event 
add-ons through our partners who have 
installed our MediaBox hardware, AKP 
technology will broadcast a fun, creative, 
and live interactive experience for your 
child and their friends. 

This unique attraction will require a designated party/event room with a 
mounted TV (recommended 37in-52in television). The technology needed 
to connect to this platform will have an easy to install instruction manual 
that comes with the physical product. A wired ethernet port must be 
accessible to the technology as well. Scan the QR code to see  

how the technology works
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How would an FEC or business make money from this?
Adding a cost effective attraction such as live interactive animated shows give any business the ability to 
enhance their party or group packages. Adding a party package that includes these live interactive animated 
shows will spark kids imagination with the character interaction and games. Adding this to a package could 
give a center a new level of a premium party package. A unique attraction that will set a center apart from 
their competitors, allowing extra charges to be added to any existing party package.
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What can this be used for?

BIRTHDAY PARTIES SCHOOL EVENTS HOLIDAY EVENTS GROUP EVENTS AND MUCH MORE

How does the booking/scheduling work?

For more information and pricing about AKP’s  
Live Interactive Animated Shows visit AnimaKidsParty.com 

Live interactive animated shows are perfect for the birthday party and group event industry. Aimed at 
entertaining 4-9 year old demographics, AKP will create real-time interactive animation shows that bring 
laughter and wonder to any participating party area that is connected to our center and has booked a 
character to entertain the audience for an amount of time.

AKP will be able to integrate with all major event booking platforms. Parties with a live interactive animated 
show add-on will show up with the available days and times to book a session. The parent will leave a few 
conversation pieces at booking time which the performer uses to get closer to the child during the event.
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What does it require?
This brand new and unique attraction 
requires mobile devices to have an easy-
to-use app downloaded on to it. Simply 
scan the QR code and download the app. 
You could also have rental tablets in your 
center that already have the app installed 
on it, ready to go. This app will be available 
on all the major app store platforms for 
both Apple and Android devices.

Augmented Reality
Augmented Reality is a technology that 
superimposes a computer-generated animation  
on a user’s view of the real world, by looking through  
AR glasses or their mobile device’s camera viewer 
and providing a composite view of an interactive  
(or static) animation activity.
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How does it work?

What games, animations, and 
interactive activities are offered?

Users will open the AKP app and scan a target with the built-in camera 
in their device . Targets are illustrations or images that depict an AKP 
character or a scene. Simply activate the app and point your mobile device 
at a target. The animation or activity will activate and play in real time.

Our augmented reality attractions offer fun and 
humorous interactive animations that kids will fall 
in love with. AKP-AR (Augmented Reality) will be 
able to present animated skits, interactive mini-
games, treasure hunts, fun and educational trivia. 
AKP regularly refreshes the content to keep content 
fresh. These fun games can consist of balloon pop, 
find the ball, trivia, and much more. Our interactive 
treasure hunts are fun for the whole family. Place 
the targets around your center and watch the inner 
explorer emerge in children and adults. TARGET
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Updates, new characters,  
and new adventures.

What can this be used for?

Keep the augmented reality attraction 
fresh with all new content and games 
every three months. New skits and 
updated games will be available with 
updated marketing materials so you 
can advertise the new animations. 

This attraction can be used for numerous applications. 
Birthday parties are perfect for adding augmented reality, 
when the kids are waiting for pizza, presents, or cake. 
Whether it is just fun and humorous animation, an interactive 
game, trivia, or a treasure hunt, these games are using 
technology that is already super entertaining to kids. And 
when the kids are just visiting and not in a party group, they 
still can go to posters and trigger animated entertainment, to 
take a break from other activities offered by the FEC.   
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How would an FEC or business  
make money with AKP-AR?

How do we sell this to customers?

Adding a cost effective attraction such as augmented reality gives any 
business the ability to enhance their offerings and increase traffic. Adding a 
party package that includes augmented reality will spark kids imagination 
with the character interaction and games. Our interactive treasure hunts 
are fun for the whole family. Place the targets around your center and 
watch the inner explorer emerge in children and adults. 

Every package will provide access to an online marketing folder where 
promotional tools will be made available to each AKP customer. Everything 
from flyers, posters, digital TV advertisements, videos, online marketing 
tools, and more. Everything that you need to make your customers aware 
and excited about this new attraction. Kids, loving animation and talking 
characters will do lots of the selling on their own as well. 

For more information and pricing about  
AKP-AR visit AnimaKidsParty.com 
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Can a company’s mascot  
be created and used in either  
the Live Shows or AR?

Can activities be customized?

Yes they can. The cost depends on how complicated they 
are to create, and how they might be put to use. Mascots 
and brand characters can be designed in our 3D rendering 
software and animated with our motion templates or 
create custom scripts. All of the games and activities 
associated with our default characters can be applied. 
Prices will range on level of detail and complication.

Yes they can. This is what we have done for years and we 
do them very efficiently so please tell us your needs and 
we can tell you how much you need to spend to get it.

For more information, contact AKP 
by visiting AnimaKidsParty.com 
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Meet the collective of industry 
professionals that make up the AKP team

AKP or Anima Kids Party is a 
subsidiary of AnimaLive who 
has produced and installed 
live animated interactive 3D 
character animation shows 
for major companies such as 
Warner Brothers (Butlin’s),  
NatGeo/Disney (CritterCam), 
Mattel (Barbie Dance Club), 
Merlin (Chessington’s 
sloth) and over 40 more 
installations and countless 
number of custom-made CG 
characters.

AnimaLive has partnered 
up with Promotion 
Champs, a US-based FEC 
marketing agency who 
has had over a decade of 
experience working and 
consulting for centers. 
They specialize in taking 
the hassle out of creating, 
organizing, scheduling, 
developing and producing 
FEC companies’ brands, 
marketing materials, and 
promotions. 

AKP has also partnered 
with Birthday University. 
A national touring 
educational (workshop), 
whose sole focus has 
been to educate family-
oriented enterprises on 
the business of producing 
memorable and profitable 
birthday parties. Birthday 
University over twenty 
years experience training 
and consulting helping 
hundreds of centers.
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Additionally, AKP is also 
working closely with 
Shopwindow who increases 
customer engagement 
through multiple marketing 
touchpoints. Shopwindow 
that is an all encompassing 
digital and social media 
marketing platform geared 
to help AKP customers and 
FEC owners and operators 
consolidate their marketing 
with clear and actionable 
data collections and analysis.  

Party Direct is your one-
stop source for all the party 
supplies you need to increase 
guest satisfaction for every 
event. Party Direct will be the 
first of its kind to incorporate 
augmented reality into 
their products enhancing a 
kids party experience. AKP 
has partnered with Party 
Direct to help spread the 
introduction to interactive 
animated technology for the 
FEC industry.

Anima Kids Party Sales
AnimaKidsParty.com
(920) 785-8955
Dane@PromotionChamps.com

AnimaLive
AnimaLive.com
+44 (020) 3865 3327
info@animalive.com

Promotion Champs
PromotionChamps.com
(920) 785-8955
Dane@PromotionChamps.com

Birthday University
BirthdayUniversity.com

Shopwindow
Shopwindow.io

Party Direct
PartyDirect.com

Imagine the posibilities with AKP Contacts
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AnimaKidsParty.com


